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The research account provides a review of examination results of 

junior schoolchildren disabled in learning as a subgroup of a segment 
of the mentally disabled within the scope of the education of the 

mentally disabled. The examination, analysis and comparison focus 
on patterns of behaviour that result in similar conduct of life due to 

congenial experiences leading to a similar way of life in certain fields. 
The discovery of the relevant differences and their consequences in 

the group of locally determined children takes place in periods when 
their activities are organized by themselves without any outer control. 
Neuralgic fields of the examination are communication, organization 
of activities, inter-space regulation, and games as symbolic actions. 

Besides the pure description and display of the behaviour, the account 
explores those motives too, that helps to determine the different layers 

of behaviour deposited on each other and lead to those deep 
structures that normally remain hidden in the course of everyday life. 
 
Keywords: disability culture, inter-space/ proximity regulation, non-
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The optics of differing behaviour 

 

The experience of the 17 years spent with junior school children of learning 
disability is that junior children belonging in the population observed 
perceive and see life around them and organize actions in their own 
particular way due to their mental disability. These deeds differ from the 
usual everyday praxis of their environment. The children disabled in 
learning mostly meet and acquire their culture in specific schools accordant 
to the degree of their mental disability where they can practice acquirement 
of culture. A common feature of them is ’that their state is marginalized.’ 
(Wilhelm, 2004) This is the site where they see each other daily, exchange 
experiences, and due to the similarity of their experiences they elaborate 
similar way of life, that of the disabled. The affection of their mental abilities 
and the attributes of their socialization bring about a cultural borderline 
situation in which they share the culture of the majority as well as of their 
own disabled sub-group. In my experience the differing patterns of 
behaviour mainly appear most obviously in their unstructured free time, it is 
when tensions about the ’surfaces of contact’ with members of mainstream 
society are most apparent (Donnan & Wilson, 2002). Within the world of 
free time activities organized on their own there appear characteristic 
symbols in the playing activities, furthermore the communication, the 
organization of the actions and the inter-space regulation display differences. 
The cause of the peculiarities may well be the patterns of behaviour acquired 
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in the socialization in the family, perceptional disturbances of biological 
origin, furthermore the community in place and time brought about school 
socialization, where the consequence of shared experiences and actions is the 
congenial frame of interpretation. It is this frame of interpretation in which 
the patterns of behaviour they have elaborated in response to their problems 
of their specific state are confirmed. The coincidence of the causes generates 
that particular world on the basis of which the borders evolve implying 
similar culture in particular fields. 

Wilhelm (2004) writes in his study disability is treated as an aspect of 
culture. The group of the disabled is not homogeneous; it consists of sub-
groups accordant to the kind of disability. ’Their relation to the majority, the 
nature of their separation, the negative attitudes surrounding them, the 
marginalized state do result in more significant similarity than difference, 
congenial experiences, analogous way of life and collective culture in 
particular fields of life.’ (Wilhelm, 2004) He characterizes the culture of the 
disabled that it is entailed by the discouragement of their participation in 
mainstream culture. ’The use of the space and institutions created by the 
majority meets with difficulties [...]’ (Wilhelm, 2004) 

Nelson writes: ’Disability culture is a culture that many people in the 
world identify with.’ (Nelson, 1999) In his opinion many others, however, 
do not, because due to the stigmatization they choose biological 
determination, and refer to it as a state of health without any cultural 
meaning. The majority frequently takes disability as a matter of charity and 
the disabled as those who need the help of society. According to Nelson 
taking disability as a state of health is something like identifying coloured 
skin purely as good pigmentation. As disability has several forms, disability 
culture has several sub-cultures. All the deaf, blind and those with a mental 
disability have their own cultures. Disability culture says the disabled have 
always been present in human history, and they have always contributed to 
the culture of the mainstream. Furthermore each sector of human life like 
gender, race, sexual orientation, religion, has its representatives in disability 
culture. Disability culture’s goal is the recognition of diversity. He cites "I 
am not one of the." a poem by Cheryl Marie Wade, in which the disabled 
poet interprets the majority’s image of them and laments about the 
impenetrability of the symbolic borders set by the mainstream. Eventually he 
discusses the anti-discrimination acts, which urges the world towards a 
world of equal chances. Nelson thinks the recognition of disability culture 
based on diversity will be just as difficult as any other resembling fight. I 
conducted the research in the contracted 2nd and 3d form of a school for 
children with learning disability in District 13 of Budapest. They are 
educated on the basis of the Local Educational Program following the 
principles of the National Basic Curriculum. The foundation of their 
development is the development plans for the fields determined by the 
boards of the examination of learning abilities. The advisements were made 
by the board of examination of learning abilities and rehabilitation. They 
elaborated their suggestions in each case on the strength of the relevant 
paragraphs of the law referred to in their expertise. 

The group consists of 5 2nd-form children: a girl (being treated in 
hospital at present), and 4 boys learn the syllabus of the schools with slight 
mental disability There are also 3 3d-form children, a girl and 2 boys. 
Another two children learn in the integrated form on the basis of the syllabus 
of the schools for children with medium mental disability. A boy learns the 
syllabus of the 3d form and a girl that of the 4th form. The age in the group 
disperses between 8 and 12; the IQ between 47 and 70. 
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The collection, analysis, comparison of experiences and the presentment 
of the relations in order to discover the factors resulting in disability culture 
were conducted on the strength of anthropological methods. 

Seven semi-structured interviews were conducted: 1 with the teacher of 
the group, 5 with the parents of the children and 1 with the psychiatrist. 
Concerning the parents it was always the mothers who gave the interviews. 
In two cases the mother alone rears the disabled child, in the three ’full’ 
families the fathers kept aloof. A part of the interviews were questions 
resembling structured ones while the open questions referred to feelings, 
opinions. The quantity of the interviews is 11 hours. 

A socio-metric analysis was also made. The form had questions 
concerning sympathy, mutuality, personal features, status in the community, 
popularity as well as refusal. 

The children got the questions one by one within the frame of a general 
conversation in the form room. The answers were put down by the person 
conducting the research because of the children’s disturbances in reading 
and writing. Two tables, one of frequency and another of mutuality, were 
made on the basis of the data. On summing up the data of the table of 
mutuality a socio-metric diagram and the analysis were completed. The 
questions had to be put in the simplest form possible. It was important to 
make sure only the child to be asked the question of ought to hear it in order 
to prevent influence. At the same time it was also important that the children 
should not rely on their selective memory but the entirety of the group 
should grant authenticity. This was confirmed by the fact the children never 
denominated their mate who had steadily been ill. It was only her in the 
group with whom no interview was made. The socio-metric analysis was 
made on the basis of Ferenc Mérei’s examinations (Mérei, 1988). 

Photos and notes were taken and put down for the proxemic analysis. 
Here the object of the examination was the situation of the children in 
relation to each other as well as their orientation in and perception of space. 
In the first step the photos were arranged in accordance with the sites and the 
activities. Then the photos recording the most characteristic use of proximity 
and distance were set in a separate group. At last the detailed analysis of 
photos most clearly recording events and drawing conclusions took place. 
The proxemic analysis was conducted on the basis of E. T. Hall’s 
examinations (Hall, 1987). 

The relevant parts of the analyses were based on participant observation. 
Besides the observation of the important events of the interactions based on 
the potential times spent together, detailed notes were put down. 
Furthermore interviews were made if the importance of the situation 
required it. The interviews were taken down in accordance with the rules of 
articulate speech; distortions were not kept in the text. An important aspect 
was the involvement in shared activities and self-reflection after the events. 

It was a significant methodical problem that the choice of the child 
informants of the researches differs from the praxis of anthropology. Here 
one must rely on the curiosity of the children. The child who is curious will 
come forward and ask questions. The first task of the researcher is to answer, 
after which it will be easier to exchange positions. Another problem is the 
disturbances of conceptual thinking, due to which particular questions 
remain obscure. The full cycle of questions used in the protection of children 
is a good solution. Each one concerned ought to be asked. It is also a 
problem to keep objectivity of the discourse, which is always accompanied 
by subjective interpretation, as the human mind can only interpret the 
objective world as subjective experiences. 
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Dynamics of the group 

 

Concerning the level of the societary structure the class is a one centred 
structure (see Figure 1). 
 

Figure 1: A socio-metric graph of the observed group of learning disability 
 

 
 

The density index is 1.5. It shows that a feeling of togetherness has 
emerged. The relation of the three data in the central-marginal index is 3-3-3 
in absolute numbers, which shows even distribution. It shows as many 
children participated in the elaborations and habits as in the communication 
of information (see Table 1). 

Those in the chain wait for information in order to convey them. The 
group inclines to the form definable by gossip. The triangle forming the 
centre, ‘core,’ consists of two third form and one second form boys who 
influence more than a half of the group by three further relations of theirs. 
The relations of three boys composing the centre are intense; their influence 
on the public opinion and the evolution of custom systems is strong. One of 
them is characterised by eminently high positive pregnancy and role value; 
great sociable force is attributed to him. 
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Table 1: Mutuality table 
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The other two also have their roles though one of the two has negative 
pregnancy, which means his opinion often meets with opposition. The strong 
centre of boys is intensely related to the girls’ communication chain, which 
moderates the dominance of the decisive boy. On the other side they are 
related with less intensive contact to their male pal. The girl providing 
relation between the genders has double pregnancy, and her role value is 
also high. Her delicate position explains her double pregnancy they entrust 
her with the narrative of the events, but secrets are not shared with her. She 
might easily disclose them due to her role. The mutuality index is 88%, 
which proves the number of the lonely is relatively low. The number of the 
children of negative pregnancy (44 %) is the double of those with positive 
pregnancy (22 %). This high number indicates the community is frustrated; 
the accumulated negative tempers are projected on the class-mates. 
Frustration may be caused by the mainstream judgement of mental disability 
as well as inability. There is a scapegoat in the group, a lonely boy who the 
others can denote as the cause of their resultlessness. He is usually frozen 
out of games. 

The member of the core with negative pregnancy endeavours to tell who 
the children can play with in the break. This excommunicative guidance 
deeply affects the community, which his negative pregnancy may be due to. 

The group’s pregnancy index is 0-2-2-5 (see Table 2). The 0 means there 
is no child who is of significance without a role. There is no leader in the 
group without a role. Besides the 3d form boy the girl who abundantly has 
roles in the group also takes part in decision and opinion making in the 
group. The boy, the member of the core, has a prominent role in assistance 
and the relation of events. The girl is supposed to be the ’spokesman’, 
furthermore she is the messenger between the genders. The group is 
articulated by genders. This also denotes the hierarchy, which may alter in 
accordance with tasks. There are two boys who take part in doing jobs but 
not in decision making. There are five junior children belonging in the 
impassive, and are of low role value and significance. 

The norms of the group are elaborated by the three boys who are related 
in the core, but the girl, the messenger between the genders, is also of high 
influence. 

Excommunications are mostly prevented by this girl, who carries the 
news of it fast and deeply remonstratively, the result of which is the boy of 
positive pregnancy and high role value deprecates the others. 
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Table 2: Frequency table 
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Inter-space regulation 

 

They often penetrate into each others’ intimate zones. Communication goes 
on on the level of bodies. Touches inform them how the others feel 
themselves in interactions. It sometimes happens that the contact causes 
pain. In such a case they try escaping but the mate does not let them. Minor 
conflicts arise, but their intensity is light-minded, rather of playful character. 
The ‘core’ usually stays together, some other boys join and start to discuss 
some concrete action. This is exclusively the boys’ assembly. The discourse 
is generally started by the boy of negative pregnancy. 

A conflict of high intensity arises. It always becomes settled on the level 
of bodies. The proximity regulation breaks up. They penetrate into each 
others intimate spheres with a lot force, they grab each other and a fight of 
high intensity begins. Muscles tenses against each other, bodies jumble. At 
last one of them bursts into tears. The space changes again, other boys 
surround them keeping proper personal distances, while the boys of the 
’core’ immediately penetrates into the intimate sphere of the crying child, 
they got into bodily contact. They provide safety with their bodies. The very 
centre at cases like this is the boy of high pregnancy. He also tries to assuage 
his mate verbally. He and another of the ‘core’ accompany the mate to the 
teacher and tell him what has happened. The teacher tries to discover the 
motivations and then calls upon the two parties to make it up. 

After the tutorly warning the boys affirms with touches that the hostility 
is over, things have settled into shape. They leave and begin to run, but they 
soon stop the physical activities to penetrate into each others’ personal 
sphere again. For moments they touches each others’ parts of bodies, they 
part and run again with proper personal distances. It goes on for two or three 
minutes, then they rearrange into groups to start some other inter-action. 

In fixed spaces the boy of high pregnancy and role value starts interaction 
with the girl of double pregnancy. They begin to play within their own 
space. The chain of actions is almost always based on the same continuity. 
The roles are cast by the girl. She is the mother, the boy the father. They 
build a house, furnish a room, put in a bed. The father helps. The mother will 
be pregnant and has a baby. The rest of the game is about taking care of the 
baby, the child. The relation is intimate, they often get into each others’ 
intimate spheres, touches each others bodies. The characters can never be 
replaced. They also play the game in other parts of the space. They use other 
objects the adequate use of which the game is completed with. 

 
The game as a symbolic action 

 

Games are one of the most important activities of children. It provides 
occasions to practice social roles, co-operation, canalizes inner tensions, 
forms habits and at last but not at least is a source of pleasure. It also informs 
about the level of socialization and communication of the child, what latent 
problems he/she may have besides manifest phenomena, what strategies of 
problem management and symbols he/she uses. All these manifests will be 
seen and may be evaluated by the environment. 

‘When we use a symbol then it associates us with our community, the 
whole of our society and culture, the past and future; abundance of 
information and feelings, possible meanings and associations gather in it’ 
(Kapitány & Kapitány, 2006). 
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A role game the boy of high role value plays is related to the doll. The 
scenario is always the same. First he lays and covers it, then thrashes it to the 
floor, at last shoves it into a box and covers it up with something. To the 
question what he did to the doll he once answered she had been bad and he 
had chastised her. To the question who the doll was he said it was her 
mother. Being asked why he put her into the box he said she had died and he 
had buried her. He never answered the question why her mother was bad, 
only shrugged. 

In the boy’s game the object as well as the events in the structural phases 
of the action is of symbolic value. Obviously the doll is the mother. In the 
first phase covering the doll symbolizes care, in the second thrashing the doll 
to the ground means naughtiness and punishment, in the last one the burial 
of the doll is the symbol of loss. The boy’s parents divorced a couple of 
years ago; the game played as a rite may be a part of digesting the 
experience. 

Once the children were playing in the yard. They suddenly ran to the 
teacher and said one of them had bent down to a plash, took some water in 
his mouth and blew it on them. They had played it in the swimming pool. 
With some water in the mouth they had blown it on each other. The game 
had entailed very high emotional load. Seeing the plash, the water might 
have made the boy recall the high emotional intensity. The water of the plash 
symbolized that of the swimming pool, and he wanted to repeat the game. 

The boy who plays the rites of care and burial with the doll sometimes 
saws it with a toy-saw or pretend to screw in something on the doll’s belly 
with a toy-screwdriver. When asked why he was doing it he once answered 
he had to cure her as she was ill. When he was told what he was using were 
tools he said: ‘When I’m with father if something’s wrong we repair it. We 
use things like these.’ The tools symbolized medical instruments. Doctors 
also repair, fix something by using tools. Their instruments were symbolized 
by those objects that also repaired things. 

This game is widely spread in the group: they cure their mates as well as 
the teacher with these tools. They symbolically saw the aching part of the 
body off, replace and screw it in, ask if it is still aching or if they have 
recovered yet. If the answer is no they repeat the chain of actions until the 
answer is definitely yes. 

The volume of the paper limits analysis of the symbols in games. They, 
however, may be the object of further research discovering their latent 
meaning. 

 
Organizing actions 

 

In any open space the boy of negative pregnancy in the ‘core’ is usually the 
boss. He defines the activity and casts the roles. They generally play two 
sorts of game. One is that they run around the unfixed space accompanied by 
loud vocalization. He is the leader, the others follow him. It is also him who 
initiates the vocalization. He is the first to retire followed by the other boys 
in the ‘core’. Their other game which has become a part of their customs is 
the pursuit game. The boy of negative pregnancy casts the roles. In general 
he is the pursuer: sometimes a policeman, sometimes Spiderman or other 
film hero. The persecutee is usually the core’s boy without pregnancy. The 
others belong in the pursuer’s crew. They goes on until the persecutee is 
caught, forced on knees, downed, tied, driven away and last symbolically 
imprisoned. The boy of negative pregnancy is the boss, he is obeyed by 
everybody, and he may be the representative of the law. He is the power, 
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which is not realized in the group. There are plenty of touches within the 
intimate sphere, drastic physical impacts. 

In the fixed space there are two bosses: the girl of double pregnancy and 
the boy of high role value. He initiates some competitive game. However 
what is important is not the off-come of the competition but rather the 
emotional charge. The roles are coequal, there is no hierarchy. The master of 
ceremonies is a boy who swims for a club and transfers the experiences of 
swimming competitions on those in the school. There are a lot of touches 
within intimate spheres in this game, too. The girl generally initiates father-
mother games, which she exclusively plays with the boy of high pregnancy 
and role value in the ‘core’. This serves to confirm the emotional relation 
between them, and the symbolism of the roles provides practice of social 
roles. The girl casts the roles, and the course of actions is carried out 
collaterally in mutual inter-actions with a lot of touches within the intimate 
sphere. 

The others in the group stand agape outside the site of actions, and then 
some mimesis starts without interpersonal links on the level of individuality. 
Once in a while they jump into the site of actions, grab an object or another, 
get hold of it and join in the game, but it is only a short interlude. They 
sometimes grab an object from another’s hand, which generates a conflict 
whose solution takes place on a physical level. Four take part in the 
continual interactive actions, while five rather contemplate or at least mime 
the actions within their personal space. It is possible they are not able to plan 
their entrance or role; the arrangement of the events in order might as well 
be a problem for them. 

 
Communication during games 

 

Their verbal communication is usually loud, very simple and often of 
repetitive character during games. Verbal enouncements are accompanied by 
a lot of motions. They often touch each other and emit lots of sonorous 
signs. The tone, volume and pitch change depending on what emotion they 
want to express. In many cases they produce effects of hurly-burly. 

During memory games they communicate by telling each other what they 
are doing, they are looking for, whose turn it is. 

- Sanyi: Your turn. 
- Timi: I can find it to the fellow of the strawberry. I’ve got the strawberry. 
Your turn. 
- Sanyi: Now it is my turn. Who that finds a fellow must always come. 
- Timi: Slap into it. (They slap into each other’s palms.) 
- Sanyi: Who fids its fellow will come twice. 
- Timi: I’ve found the banana. 
- Sanyi: Now it’s my turn three times because I’ve found another pair. 
- Timi: Ready! We’ve found all the fellows of each. (A dialogue between the 
member of negative pregnancy of the ’core’ and the indifferent member of 
the girls’ chain. It is a part of the children’s communication during a memory 
game.) 

 
In this dialogue the verbal communication related to concrete actions was 

accompanied by the non-verbal communication of clapping palms. It 
symbolised expression of positive emotions. They play this game with 
pleasure, and the expression of positive feelings like this can always be 
observed. It never means victory, only pleasure that one of them has found 
the suitable picture. 
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The verbal communication never exceeds the concrete actions. At the 
same time production and perception of the non-verbal code have influence 
upon the course of communication in inter-personal contacts. Sometimes the 
interaction of messages exclusively works in the non-verbal code, i.e. 
through body language realized in touches and pure vocalization. The 
children with learning disability know, successfully use and interpret these 
codes. Pleasure is always reflected on their faces and expressed in 
vocalization, too with a different tone. 

 
Parents about the use of space and games at home 

 

The parents of five of the nine junior schoolchildren were ready to give an 
interview. Most of the families had a flat of a single room. From the point of 
view of the use of space the analysis of sleeping customs is important. In the 
panel examined over a half of the children sleep together with an adult or 
sibling. It is relevant to take into consideration that the unconscious bodies 
penetrate into each others’ intimate sphere, are within internal distance; there 
is a strong physical relation. In Hall’s opinion (1987) in cases like this the 
skin and the muscles communicate. As for games the parents said the non-
care time they spent with their child tête-à-tête was generally 10 to 13 hours 
a week. On weekdays most of them do not have time; occasions of intimate 
togetherness are restricted for the weekends. There are two children whose 
parents can only spend one or two hours a week with them. Most frequent 
activities together are watching TV or video (tales), conversations, walking, 
board and other games, shopping, doing housework together, meals. 
Watching TV or video films does not entail interactions of persons except 
the case when they talk about it thereafter. The latter, however, was not even 
once mentioned by the parents. Shopping and housework are suitable fields 
for the socialization of the child, but they can scarcely be characterized by 
free, airy, relaxed collective experience. Concerning the latter, 
conversations, walking, board and other games were mentioned. Games 
were denoted without any concreteness. The parents said they and the 
children only played this game or another which they just felt like. 

 
The teacher of disabled children about games 

 

She says in fixed spaces they like to huddle; the girl of double pregnancy 
likes to form the small community so that it is in a heap. Certainly, the other 
children also like personal contacts with their mates as well as adults. 

What the teacher said reaffirmed the results of the participant 
observation. In her opinion it is games in which disability is demonstrated 
most clearly; the more disabled the child is the less he/she knows what to do 
with an object. Instead of using pieces to build something, they throw them 
or carry them on toy trucks. Neither does she see in role games they practice 
a social role which would be so desirable to ease canalizing emotions and 
learn roles. As she sees they have only started to play role-games on the 
level of kindergarten children. The girl of double pregnancy usually initiates 
games of some sexual appearance. The boy of negative pregnancy is the 
leader. He casts roles, controls everybody. She says they demonstrate a lot of 
aggression which may be produced by anything, even that the child does not 
remember where he put a toy by accusing another of taking it. In her opinion 
creativity is not characteristic; sort of miming is rather typical of their 
games. They are generally not too happy to play board games because those 
always need an adult. They are not fond of free games as they always need 
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guidance. They can not use objects because they have not learned to. They 
do not play much at home, there is not much time for it at school, either, and 
their preferred activity is the practice of cultural skills (arithmetic, writing 
and reading). Their everyday activities lack motional, building and role 
games which may deepen social roles. In their activities these children fail to 
co-operate; the goal is the possession of objects. The leader is the boy of 
negative pregnancy, who endeavours to demonstrate power in his praxis. She 
mainly finds durable contact in the triad of the girl of double pregnancy, the 
boy of high pregnancy and role value and the boy of high role value without 
pregnancy. Inter-activities are constantly followed by conflicts. Mimesis is 
of importance in their games, though perseveration is frequent. They prefer 
if their activities are structured by adults. 

 
The psychiatrist about the children’s inter-space regulation, 

games and communication 
 

About inter-space regulation the psychiatrist says corporal contact through 
mother – child relation is the first link to the external world, which guides 
them under the new circumstances. Comprehension of verbal 
communication depends on meeting several conditions. In her opinion 
disabled children sometimes can not meet them. 

As we can see they more often communicate by bodily touches. They call 
somebody’s attention to themselves this way. Physical touches are 
important, because if the motorium and senso-motorium, the development of 
which takes place quite early, are all right and work well the child can rely 
on them. Later his/her other cognitive possibilities are restricted, so he has to 
experience everything without worlds instead of analysing the more 
complicated conceptual system. He feels my muscle tone is rather loose or it 
is stiff, its temperature is repulsively cold, or gripping hot as fire, by which 
he decides whether I am reliable or not. 

The psychiatrist says the fact that these disabled children can only with 
difficulties understand verbal communication is of great significance in 
inter-space regulation. However, if the part of the nervous system which is 
responsible for motions and the perception of motions are sound they can 
rely on it, which may compensate them for the lost information. 

About games she says they are also a manipulation skill at least as 
important as eating, drinking, sleeping. Every one does what one can. If one 
can only ruminate one will do it, but if what else can be done is shown him 
he will learn it. 

On higher levels it is curiosity that brings about progression. Children 
even like engineering what is impossible. It is bad enough their games are 
always corrected and given other sense from outside by teachers, which is 
very frustrating. It is the easiest way of keeping down activities. When 
miming starts they play role games Junior children do it, they mime what 
they see. In her opinion it is an important task of the teacher to find out how 
every child can be provided with a position in which he/she is good. 
Competitions are very important. Sports provide excellent occasions. She 
thinks it is important for the teacher to comprehend the group’s dynamics. If 
necessary it must be interfered. If it is good following the pattern is 
important. The pattern to be followed is provided in the age of pre-puberty 
by the one the teacher denotes. It is also an essential aspect the teacher ought 
to be authentic for the child. 

She thinks communication is the function of the highest level. Every one 
wishes to establish relations with others. If not in any other way by 
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instinctive sounds or gestures on an ancient level. They are programmed into 
human personality. Friendliness, need for help, discouragement etc. are 
things which are expressed in some way. Unfortunately those in their 
environment do not know these signs. From outside it must be alarming that 
somebody only screams though it is the expression of inner on-goings. If it 
were possible to learn what means what with them supposing some trouble 
would not be the fist thought, doctors would not think of medication since a 
sign like scream might mean an inner event of entirely other nature. 

Volume may be dependent on the cultural environment. There is culture 
in which loudness has its own meaning. If the disabled child learns it there is 
no problem with his learning. It, however, may have organic causes e.g. 
inhibiting function of the nervous system may be paralysed or injured. 

 
Phenomena discovered 

 

The research confirms in these children’s inter-personal activities there are 
lots of touches, contacts within the intimate sphere. Activities are usually 
organized by children of significance in the group. Those of motion by the 
boys, role-plays by the girls. In both kinds of activity there may occur 
frequent contact within intimate spheres, which helps to get information of 
the other’s state. Others of the group only rarely and for short time join in 
the activity, the goal of which is at large the possession of an object, and the 
result is often a conflict. Their conflicts in general are solved on bodily level 
by physical force. They characteristically mime in their personal space what 
they see in their environment. In the background of the latter there are 
organic causes and assignments of roles based on the choices of the group, 
which are neglected by the participants of the children’s’ socialization. In 
symbolic actions presenting reality the children identify reality with unusual 
objects, actions. The activity itself is very intensive, is of high emotional 
content. It is typical of the communication during games that the few verbal 
ones are always focused on concrete actions. Besides them there are a lot of 
non-verbal signs which help to bridge verbal gaps. These are sound signals 
of high emotional load, contacts trespassing on others’ bodily borders. Their 
force, surface and depend on the nature and emotional load of the action. In 
many cases conveyance of messages takes place by non-verbal signs. It can 
also be seen in the fields examined, the different behaviours are brought 
about besides organic causes by action patterns acquired during home 
socializations furthermore congenial interpretation of collective experiences 
and actions of school socialization. Those patterns of behaviour which are 
reinforced in the group this way can not be interpreted by outsiders, they 
consequently generate borders. These borders are hardly penetrable for the 
children of learning disability. The children of learning disability acquire 
most of their knowledge of those getting in touch with them by immediate 
contact within the intimate sphere. 

 
Summary 

 

The research demonstrated these children often make contacts within 
intimate spheres, which is to supplement verbal communication. These 
contacts inform them about the others’ state in inter-actions. The actions of 
continual interferences and mutual links are mainly participated in by those 
members of the group to whom roles have been assigned by other members. 
Majority of the group do not take part in the activities of continual co-
operation. In the background of this phenomenon besides organic causes 
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there is the absence of roles, which is neglected by those responsible for the 
children’s socialization. Similar problems, collective experiences of the 
children in the group result in identical frame of interpretation, within which 
they elaborate identical action patterns. For instance the use of non-verbal 
codes to compensate for the failures of the verbal one. These codes are 
merely understood in the group. They are wrongly interpreted by others and 
mark borders. 

The results of the research may lead to a better comprehension of the 
group. The borders may be more penetrable if the actions and motivations 
can be interpreted. The people responsible for the socialization of these 
children should provide them with possibilities of getting information with 
the help of their bodies, which may advance the children’s social integration. 
The teachers can give new action patterns through the children who create 
norms, values and customs. The mew action patterns may destroy the old 
ones and result in less significant differences which may be understood by 
the mainstream. Results may be attained by the elaboration and practice of 
inter-active activities based on inter-personal contacts. They may improve 
co-operation of the children, which may help their integration in society. 
Suitable scene of the elaboration and practice is games. Conscious 
assignments of roles in the group which take place on the basis of 
consideration of personal abilities may also bring about progression in the 
field of co-operation. More attention ought to be paid to the body and sound 
signals, which may help better interpretation for the majority. 

The volume of the paper limited the more detailed observation of the 
examined fields. The analysis of the body and sound signals needs further 
disquisition, which would help the evolution of a collective frame of 
interpretation. The discovery of the frequency of conflicts, their causes in the 
background and the management strategies would help a more successful 
acceptance of the children of learning disability in mainstream communities. 
Examinations of the symbols on the level of the group and the related 
techniques would help understand and strengthen social relations within the 
group. 
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